Press release
FEV Supports Development of Fuel
Cell System for First Hydrogen
Rally-Raid Competition Car at the
Dakar Rally
Aachen, Germany, January 2022 – FEV, a globally leading
service provider in vehicle and powertrain development,
supports GCK Motorsport, technological and media arm of
Green Corp Konnection (GCK), to design and develop its own
high-performance fuel cell system for a rally-raid vehicle:
e-Blast H2 will be using the system in the infamous Dakar
Rally before it is being transferred to other industrial
applications. A first demonstrator version was presented at
the Dakar 2022.

Dakar organizers are aiming for an all-green entry list by 2030,
providing fertile ground for companies looking to test the
performance of their electrified mobility solutions. In November
2020, GCK Motorsport announced plans to go completely green
with its cross-country efforts and unveiled a prototype of their
hydrogen rally-raid vehicle on January 8 during the Dakar Rally
2022. Called e-Blast H2, the car will hit the tracks in 2024,
featuring the first-ever fuel cell integrated into a rally-raid
competition vehicle.

FEV is supporting this effort with its extensive design and
development expertise. The partnership with GCK has resulted in
the integration of a 200 kW on-board fuel cell system – one of the
most powerful on the market. Thus, FEV and GCK are addressing
two technological challenges: The integration of a highperformance fuel cell into a Dakar Rally car and its use under
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harshest environmental conditions. Ambient temperatures are
reaching up to 50 °C and dust and continuous shocks of more than
10 g due to the bumpy tracks are being continuously applied to
the vehicle and the fuel cell system.

The fuel cell is powered by 30 kg of hydrogen stored in four R134
certified tanks at a pressure of 700 bar. It charges a latest
generation lithium-ion battery with 50 kWh capacity. The battery
powers the new 2-speed GCK electric motor, which has been
designed to reach 320 kW, or the equivalent of 430 hp (435 PS).
This setup will allow GCK’s e-Blast H2 to run a 250 km special
stage entirely powered by green energy.

A challenging project
For this Dakar Rally project, FEV has involved twenty engineers
in France and Germany. The demonstrator version presented on
January 8 at the Dakar 2022 showcases technical solutions and
design options under realistic conditions. It will be further
optimized and integrated into the vehicle, which is set to
participate in the 2024 Dakar Rally event.

Following the 2022 Dakar presentation, GCK Motorsport and FEV
will continue to optimize the fuel cell and the car through bench
and dynamic testing on FEV's new test beds for hydrogen
applications in Rouen. During the second part of the year, an
extensive testing program under real rally-raid conditions will be
focusing on further improving the powertrain. In January 2023,
GCK Motorsport will enter e-Blast H2 in select stages of the 2023
Dakar before finally taking on the ultimate challenge and
participating in the full event in 2024.
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FEV is supporting GCK’s Dakar Rally effort with its extensive design and
development expertise for high-performance fuel cell systems.
Source: FEV Group

FEV’s partnership with GCK has resulted in the integration of a 200 kW onboard fuel cell system, which charges a latest generation lithium-ion battery
with 50 kWh capacity. The battery powers the new 2-speed GCK electric
motor with 320 kW (430 hp or 435 PS).
Source: FEV Group
About FEV
FEV is a leading independent international service provider of vehicle and
powertrain

development

for

hardware

and software. The range of

competencies includes the development and testing of innovative solutions up
to series production and all related consulting services. The range of services
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for vehicle development includes the design of body and chassis, including the
fine tuning of overall vehicle attributes such as driving behavior and NVH. FEV
also develops innovative lighting systems and solutions for automated driving
and connectivity. The electrification activities of powertrains cover powerful
battery systems, e-machines and inverters. Additionally, FEV develops highly
efficient gasoline and diesel engines, transmissions, EDUs as well as fuel cell
systems and facilitates their integration into vehicles suitable for homologation.
Alternative fuels are a further area of development. The service portfolio is
completed by tailor-made test benches and measurement technology, as well
as software solutions that allow efficient transfer of the essential development
steps of the above-mentioned developments, from the road to the test bench
or simulation.

The FEV Group currently employs 6,300 highly qualified specialists in
customer-oriented development centers at more than 40 locations on five
continents.

About GCK Motorsport
Located in Savoie and Puy-de-Dôme, France, GCK is an ecosystem of
industrial companies at the forefront of the energy revolution in mobility and
green energy supply. The group is heavily involved in motorsport through GCK
Motorsport, one of the FIA (Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile) World
Rallycross Championship’s flagship teams since 2018, and GCK Energy, which
won tenders launched by the FIA a year ago to become the exclusive supplier
of electricity and recharging infrastructure for the electric World Rallycross
Championship and its junior categories from 2021.
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